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Class : 3AM…                                                                                          Full name 
:……………………………………………….                                                               
Text :  
              I’d like to visit Cairo some day. It is the capital of Egypt. It is a huge city. It has 16 
million inhabitants. It is situated in North Africa, thousands of kilometres away from Algiers. 
It’s famous by its Pyramids.The summer there is warmer than in Bechar.  

Questions : 
I/ Reading comprehension :(8pts) 

1. Read the text carefully and say if these statements are “true (√)” or “false (×)”:  
a. Cairo is the capital of Algeria. ………… 
b. Cairo is hundreds of kilometers far from Algeria. ………… 
c. Cairo is famous by its pyramids. ……..…. 

2. Read the text again, then answer the following questions : 
a. Where is Cairo situated?………………………………………………………………………. 
b.Is the summer there warmer than in Bechar?…………………………………………...….. 

3. Find in the text words that have the same meaning as the following :  
Population =…………   is located =…………..      hotter =…………. 

II/ Mastery of language :(09pts) 
1. Put the verbs between brackets in the present perfect simple : 

a. Jane………just…………. (phone) 
b. She………not ………… her breakfast, yet . (have) 
c. ………..you……….this film, before ?(see) 

2. Complete with : mustn’t / don’t need to/ have to : 
1) When you travel to Tunisia……………….ask for Visa . 
2) People ……………..smoke in a hospital . 
3) You …………………..to go there by car, the bank is not far from here . 

3.Is “th” in these words pronounced /θ/ or /∂/: 
North / northern / then / health / thirty / than. 

/θ/ /∂/ 
 

…………/…………../………….. 
 

…………/…………../………….. 
III/ Written expression (03pts): Choose one topic : 
1) Write a short paragraph to tell the information you know about Algeria.  

Use these notes :  -   Location : North Africa 
- Population : 30 million inhabitants 
- Area : 2, 381,741 square kilometers 
- Climate : very hot in the south . 

2) Reorder these sentences to make a coherent paragraph : 
-When he broke his leg . 
-Jack Smith, 15, was training with his team . 
-But the doctor told him, “Don’t worry. The injury is not serious”. 
-Jack is afraid that he will not play football again . 
Your paragraph: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………   

“Better late than never” 
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